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Abstract 

This paper presents the applications of dependency of attributes in information systems 

for data mining from business datasets. Firstly, we present the theoretical framework for 

data clustering on small business dataset. It is based on a construction of a hierarchical 

rough set approximation in an information system for data splitting. The hierarchy is 

defined by the notion of a nested sequence of indiscernibility relations that can be defined 

from the dependency of attributes. Secondly, an application of such hierarchy for mining 

maximal association from a business transactional data is presented. It is shown that the 

dependency provides clear and provable theoretical approach for data clustering and 

maximal association rules mining. 

 

Keywords: Rough set theory; Dependency of Attributes; Hierarchical rough set 

approximation; Data Clustering; Maximal Association Rules Mining. 

1. Introduction 

An attribute dependency states that the value of an attribute is uniquely determined by 

the values of some other attributes. The objective of discovering attribute dependency is 

to find the relationship among attributes in information systems [1, 2]. Formally, in an 

information system  fVAUS ,,, , attribute D is called totally depends on attribute C, 

denoted DC  , if each value of D is associated exactly one value of C. Otherwise, D is 

depends partially on C. One of the methods for discovering attribute dependencies is 

using rough set theory [3-5]. The discovery of attribute dependencies using rough set 

theory has been received considerable interest e.g. [6-17]. However, to this date, not many 

researches on the exploration of attributes dependency for data mining, such as data 

classification and association rule mining [18]. 

In this paper, we propose a technique for business data clustering and maximal 

association rules mining under rough set-based attributes dependency in an information 

system. It is based on a concept of hierarchical rough set approximation. The Yao’s 

hierarchical rough set approximation induced by a special class of equivalence relations 

based on (Pawlak) approximation space [19-21] has been extended to hierarchical rough 

set approximations of an information system, induced by dependency of attributes. Our 

approach starts with the notion of a nested sequence of indiscernibility relation that can be 

defined from the dependency of attributes in an information system. Based on a nested 

sequence of indiscernibility relation, a nested rough set approximation can be constructed. 

Further on, the notion of a nested rough set approximation is then used for constructing 

hierarchical rough set approximation in an information system [14]. With this approach, a 

hierarchical approximation (hierarchical granulation) can be easily constructed. We 
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describe that the dependency provides clear and provable theoretical approach for data 

clustering and maximal association rules mining 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a fundamental 

concept of rough set theory. Section 3 describes a construction of a hierarchical rough set 

approximations using dependency of attributes. Section 4 describes the applications of 

such hierarchy for data clustering and maximal association rules mining. Finally, the 

conclusions of our works are described in section 5. 

2. Rough Set Theory 

Pawlak introduced the rough set theory to deal the problems of vagueness and 

uncertainty [5]. The rough set theory is not an alternative to classical set theory but it is 

embedded in it. Fuzzy and rough set theories are not competitive, but complementary to 

each other [7, 15]. Rough set theory has attracted attention of many researchers and 

practitioners all over the world [22-25]. Motivation for rough set theory has come from 

the need to represent a subset of a universe in terms of equivalence classes of a partition 

of the universe. The original goal of the rough set theory is induction of approximations 

of concepts. The idea consists of approximation of a subset by a pair of two precise 

concepts called the lower approximation and upper approximation. Intuitively, the lower 

approximation of a set consists of all elements that surely belong to the set, whereas the 

upper approximation of the set constitutes of all elements that possibly belong to the set. 

The difference between the upper approximation and the lower approximation is a 

boundary region. The region consists of all elements that cannot be classified uniquely to 

the set or its complement using available knowledge. Thus any rough set, in contrast to a 

crisp set, has a non-empty boundary region. In the following subsection, the basic concept 

of rough set theory in terms of data is presented. 

 
2.1. Information System 

Data are often presented as a table, columns of which are labeled by attributes, rows by 

objects of interest and entries of the table are attribute values. By an information system, a 

4-tuple (quadruple) 
 fVAUS ,,, , where U  is a non-empty finite set of objects, A is 

a non-empty finite set of attributes, 
 Aa aVV




, aV
 is the domain (value set) of 

attribute a, VAUf :  is a total function such that 
  aVauf ,

, for every 

  AUau ,  , called information (knowledge) function. An information system is also 

called a knowledge representation systems or an attribute-valued system. An information 

system can be intuitively expressed in terms of an information table (see Table 1). 

Table 1. An Information System 

U/A 
1

a  
2

a  … 
k

a  … 
A

a  

1
u   

11
, auf   

21
, auf  …  kauf ,1  …  

A
auf ,

1
 

2
u   

12
, auf   

22
, auf  …  kauf ,2  …  

A
auf ,

2
 

3
u   

13
, auf   

23
, auf  …  kauf ,3  …  

A
auf ,3  

              

U
u   

1
, auf

U
  

2
, auf

U
 …  

kU
auf ,  …  

AU
auf ,  

 
In many applications, there is an outcome of classification that is known. This a 

posteriori knowledge is expressed by one (or more) distinguished attribute called decision 
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attribute; the process is known as supervised learning. An information system of this kind 

is called a decision system. A decision system is an information system of the form 

  fVdAUD ,,,  , where Ad   is the decision attribute. The elements of A are 

called condition attributes. 

The starting point of rough set theory is the indiscernibility relation, which is generated 

by information about objects of interest. The indiscernibility relation is intended to 

express the fact that due to the lack of knowledge we are unable to discern some objects 

employing the available information. Therefore, generally, we are unable to deal with 

single object. Nevertheless, we have to consider clusters of indiscernible objects. The 

following definition precisely defines the notion of indiscernibility relation between two 

objects. 

 
2.2. Indiscernibility Relation 

The notion of indiscernibility relation between two objects can be defined precisely. 

 

Definition 2.1. Let  fVAUS ,,,  be an information system and let B be any subset 

of A. Two elements Uyx ,  are said to be B-indiscernible (indiscernible by the set of 

attribute AB    in S) if and only if    ayfaxf ,,  , for every Ba . 

 

Obviously, every subset of A induces unique indiscernibility relation. Notice that, an 

indiscernibility relation induced by the set of attribute B, denoted by  BIND , is an 

equivalence relation. It is well known that, an equivalence relation induces unique 

partition. The partition of U induced by  BIND  in  fVAUS ,,,  denoted by BU /  

and the equivalence class in the partition BU /  containing Ux , denoted by  Bx .  

Given arbitrary subset UX  , in general,  X as union of some equivalence classes in 

U might be not presented. It means that, it may not be possible to describe X precisely in 

information system. A set X might be characterized by a pair of its approximations, called 

lower and upper approximations. It is here that the notion of rough set emerges. 

 

2.3. Set Approximations 

The indiscernibility relation will be used next to define approximations, basic concepts 

of rough set theory. The notions of lower and upper approximations of a set can be 

defined as follows. 

 

Definition 2.2. Let  fVAUS ,,,  be an information system, let B be any subset of A 

and let X be any subset of U. The B-lower approximation of X, denoted by  XB  and B-

upper approximations of X, denoted by  XB , respectively, are defined by 

 

    XxUxXB
B
  and      XxUxXB

B
 . 

 

The accuracy of approximation (accuracy of roughness) of any subset UX   with 

respect to AB  , denoted  XB  is measured by      XBXBXB / , where X  

denotes the cardinality of X. For empty set  ,   1 B  is defined. Obviously, 

  10  XB . If X is a union of some equivalence classes of U, then   1XB . Thus, 

the set X is crisp (precise) with respect to B. And, if X is not a union of some equivalence 
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classes of U, then   1XB . Thus, the set X is rough (imprecise) with respect to B [26]. 

This means that the higher of accuracy of approximation of any subset UX   is the 

more precise (the less imprecise) of itself. 

Another important issue in database analysis is discovering dependencies between 

attributes. Intuitively, a set of attributes D depends totally on a set of attributes C, denoted 

DC  , if all values of attributes from D are uniquely determined by values of attributes 

from C. In other words, D depends totally on C, if there a functional dependency between 

values of D and C. The formal definition of attributes dependency is given as follows. 

 

Definition 2.3. Let  fVAUS ,,,  be an information system and let D and C be any 

subsets of A. Attribute D is functionally depends on C , denoted DC  , if each value of 

D is associated exactly one value of C. 

 

2.4. Dependency of Attributes 

Since information system is a generalization of a relational database. A generalization 

concept of dependency of attributes, called a partial dependency of attributes is also 

needed. 

 

Definition 2.4.  Let  fVAUS ,,,  be an information system and let D and C be any 

subsets of A. The dependency attribute D on C in a degree k  10  k , is denoted by 

DC k , where 

 

 

U

XC
k DUX  /

.   (1) 

 

Obviously, 10  k . If all set X are crisp, then 1k . The expression    DUX
XC

/
, 

called a lower approximation of the partition DU /  with respect to C, is the set of all 

elements of U that can be uniquely classified to blocks of the partition DU / , by means 

of C. D is said to be fully depends (in a degree of k) on C if 1k . Otherwise, D is 

partially depends on C. Thus, D fully (partially) depends on C, if all (some) elements of 

the universe U can be uniquely classified to equivalence classes of the partition DU / , 

employing C.  

3. A Construction of Hierarchical Rough Set Approximation in 

Information Systems using Dependency of Attributes 

One such application of rough set theory is in granular computing where the concept of 

approximation is used to solve some classification problems. A cluster (granule) usually 

consists of elements that are drawn together by similarity, proximity, or functionality [27, 

28]. In granular computing, the granules i.e., classes or clusters of a universe, are used in 

the processes of problem solving. When a problem involves incomplete, uncertain, or 

vague information, it may be difficult to differentiate distinct elements and one is forced 

to consider granules for the purpose of differentiation. The granulated view of the 

universe is based on a binary relation representing the type of similarities between 

elements of a universe [21]. Marek and Rasiowa [27] considered gradual approximations 

of sets based on a descending sequence of equivalence relations. Yao [19, 20] suggested 

the use of hierarchical granulations for the study of stratified rough set approximations. 
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To this, Yao [21] proposed hierarchical granulations induced by a special class of 

equivalence relations. 

In this section we present a construction of a hierarchical rough set approximation in an 

information system using dependency of attributes. To start off, the nested rough set 

approximation has to be based on the dependency of attributes. Further, the notion of a 

nested rough set approximation is used for constructing hierarchical rough set 

approximations. 

 
3.1. Nested Rough Set Approximations 

In this sub-section, the construction of nested rough set approximations in an 

information system using dependency of attributes is presented. We may consider all 

possible subsets of attributes to obtain different degrees of dependency of attributes.  

 

Definition 3.1. A sequence 
ns  is a function which domain is contained in the set of all 

natural numbers N and range is contained in the set of its terms,  nsss ,,, 21  . 

 

Definition 3.2. Let  fVAUS ,,,  be an information system and let nAAA ,,, 21   be 

any subset of A. A sequence of indiscernibility relations induced by niAi ,,2,1,  , 

denoted  
niiAIND

,,1
 is said to be nested if 

     nAINDAINDAIND  21 . 

 

In this case, we can say that an equivalence relation induced by 
i

A  is coarser than an 

equivalence relation induced by jA , where nj 1 . It is clear that, if 

   21 AINDAIND  , then 1/ AU  is finer than 2/ AU . 

 

Definition 3.3. The rough approximations of a subset UX  , denoted 

    
ni

nn XAXA
,,1

,


  is said to be nested if  

       XAXAXXAXA nn   11 . 

 

Proposition 3.4. Let  fVAUS ,,,  be an information system and let nAAA ,,, 21   

be any subsets of A. If iA  depends on 1iA , for 1,,2,1  ni  , then 

    
ni

nn XAXA
,,1

,


 is a nested rough approximation of a subset .UX   

 

Proof. Let AAAA n ,,, 21  . If 
i

A  depends on 
1i

A , then    ii AINDAIND 1  and 

every equivalence class induced by  1iAIND  is a union of some equivalence class 

induced by  iAIND , it means that for every Ux ,    
1


ii AA xx  and thus 1/ iAU  is 

coarser than iAU / . On the other side, the dependability of iA  on 1iA , for 

1,,2,1  ni  , implies  
niiAIND

,,1
 to be a nested sequence of indiscernibility 

relations. Since, a nested sequence of indiscernibility relations determines a nested rough 

approximations of a subset UX  ,    
ni

nn XAXA
,,1

,


, then the proof is completed.  
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Proposition 3.5. Let  fVAUS ,,,  be an information system. If 

    
ni

nn XAXA
,,1

,


 is a nested rough approximations of a subset UX  , then 

   XX
ii AA  

1
,  for 1,,2,1  ni  . 

 

Proof. It follows from Definition 3.3, we have 

 

       XAXAXXAXA nn   11 . 

 

for every .UX   Consequently 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 XA

XA

XA

XA

XA

XA

XA

XA

n

n

n

n

1

1

2

2

1

1







  

       XXXX AAAA nn 121
 


 . 

 

Example 3.1. We illustrate our approach and compare it with Yao’s nested rough set 

approximation approach. Based on the information system as in Table 2 in [21] Yao’s 

rough set approximations is been presented.  

Based on Table 1, Yao considered the sequence of subsets collection of attributes 

 4321 ,,, AAAAA  ,  21 , AAB  ,  1AC  , and D . Yao used the notion of a 

nested sequence of equivalence relation DCBA RRRR  . Thus, for each subset of 

attributes, Yao will then obtain the following partition (granulation structure)  

 

 fedcbaDU ,,,,,/  ,     fedcbaCU ,,,,,/  ,         fedcbaBU ,,,,,/  , 

            fedcbaAU ,,,,,/  . 

 

As for a subset    fedcX ,,,Class   of U, the accuracy in each level granulation 

of the rough set approximation obtained by Yao can tabulated as in Table 3. 

Table 2. An Information System 

Object 1A  2A  3A  
4A  Class 

a 1 1 1 1  

b 1 2 1 0  

c 1 2 0 0 + 

d 1 3 1 1 + 

e 0 1 0 1 + 

f 0 1 1 1 + 
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Table 3. Set Approximations and their Accuracy in Each Level Partition 

App of X 

w.r.t. 

Low Upp Acc 

A  fedc ,,,   fedc ,,,  1.000 

B  fed ,,   fedcb ,,,,  0.600 

C  fe,  U 0.333 

D   U 0.000 

 
However, our approach uses the notion of dependency of attributes in an information 

system. When compared with Yao’s approach, we only use the set of attributes BA,  and 

C. From Table 2, we have, BC k 1 , AB k 1 , and Class1 kA . The nested 

rough approximations from those attributes dependencies of a subset 

   fedcX ,,,Class   is given by 

 

           XCXCXBXBXAXA ,,,,,  

with  

           XCXBXAXXAXBXC  . 

 

Meanwhile, the accuracy in each approximation can be summarized as in Table 4. 

Table 4. Set Approximations and their Accuracy in each Level Partition 
using Attributes Dependency 

App of X 

w.r.t. 

Low Upp Acc 

A  fedc ,,,   fedc ,,,  1.000 

B  fed ,,   fedcb ,,,,  0.600 

C  fe,  U 0.333 

 
From Table 4, with lower degree of dependency, coarser partition will be obtained, at 

the same time obtaining lesser accuracy in the rough approximation. Thus, with this 

approach, from Table 4, we can easily define the notions of a nested rough set 

approximation in an information system and at the same time obtain the identical 

accuracy of approximation as in Table 3. 

 

3.2. Hierarchical Rough Set Approximations 

In this sub-section, a construction of hierarchical rough set approximations using 

dependency of attributes is presented. It is based on nested rough set approximations. A 

hierarchy may be viewed as a successive top-down decomposition of a universe U. 

Alternatively, a hierarchy may also be viewed as a successive bottom-up combination of 

smaller clusters to form larger clusters [21]. Follows Definition 3.1, a hierarchical rough 

set approximation is constructed in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. A Hierarchical Rough Set Approximation 

The highest level of a hierarchical rough set approximation is the partition induced by 

 nAIND  and the lowest of the hierarchy is the partition induced by  1AIND . 

Consequently, for every Ux , we have the nested clusters, in this case equivalence 

classes, contain x, i.e.      
nAAA xxx  

21
. 

 

Let  iAUXUXC /partition each in   class a is: , thus every class induced by 

 1iAIND  is a union of some class induced by  iAIND . 

 

4. Applications in Business Data Mining 

We explain the applications of the proposed hierarchical rough set approximation 

concept for data clustering and maximal association rules mining through business 

datasets, respectively derived from [29] and a dataset from 

(http://www.research.att.com/lewis/reuters21578.html).  

 

4.1. Data Clustering 

In the clustering process, there are no predefined classes and no examples that would 

show what kind of desirable relations should be valid among the data that is why it is 

perceived as an unsupervised process. According to the method adopted to define clusters, 

one of the clustering algorithms is hierarchical clustering. It proceeds successively by 

either merging smaller clusters into larger ones, or by splitting larger clusters [30]. From a 

hierarchical rough set approximation as described in Figure 1, we show how attributes 

dependency can be used to classify objects from a dataset. 

From Table 5, there are ten objects  10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1U  with six categorical-valued 

attributes  654321 ,,,,, aaaaaaA  . We let three subsets of A i.e.  632 ,, aaaB  , 

 32 , aaC   and  2aD  . To this, we have the following partitions, induced by their 

indiscernibility relations, respectively: 

 

                    10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1/ BU ,
 

              10,7,9,6,4,8,5,3,2,1/ CU , 

 

And 

 

        10,9,6,8,7,5,3,2,4,1/ DU . 
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Table 5. An Information System from [29] 

U/E 
1

a  
2

a  
3

a  
4

a  
5

a  
6

a  

1 Big Blue Hard Indefinite Plastic Negative 

2 Medium Red Moderate Smooth Wood Neutral 

3 Small Yellow Soft Fuzzy Plush Positive 

4 Medium Blue Moderate Fuzzy Plastic Negative 

5 Small Yellow Soft Indefinite Plastic Neutral 

6 Big Green Hard Smooth Wood Positive 

7 Small Yellow Hard Indefinite Metal Positive 

8 Small Yellow Soft Indefinite Plastic Positive 

9 Big Green Hard Smooth Wood Neutral 

10 Medium Green Moderate Smooth Plastic Neutral 

 

The degree dependencies of those set of attributes are  

 

CB k1
 , where 

   

 
1

10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1

10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1
/

1 
 

U

XB
k CUX

 

 

and  

 

DC k 1 , where 
   

 
.1

10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1

10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1
/

1 
 

U

XC
k DUX

 

 

 

Thus, a nested rough set approximation of a set UX  can be obtained as follows 

 

           XDXDXCXCXBXB ,,,,,  

with  

           XDXCXBXXBXCXD  . 

 

The hierarchical of rough set approximations is obtained as follows. 

 

 

       
 10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1  

 

 

                            10,9,68,7,5,324,1  The 1
st
 level 

 

 

                  
          109,678,5,341

 
The 2

nd
 level 

 

 

                                                       96853
 

The 3
rd

 level 

 

 

Figure 2. A Hierarchy of the Rough Set Approximations 
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From Figure 2, the set of classes is given by 

 

                             UC ,8,7,5,3,10,9,6,8,5,3,9,6,4,1,10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1  

 

Hence, we can classify the objects based on all possible partitions as follows. 

 

  10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,11   
        10,9,6,8,7,5,3,2,4,12   
          10,9,6,8,7,5,3,2,4,13   

            10,9,6,8,7,5,3,2,4,14   
          7,10,9,6,8,5,3,2,4,15   

            10,7,9,6,8,5,3,2,4,16   

              10,9,7,6,8,5,3,2,4,17   

              8,7,10,9,6,5,3,2,4,18   

                10,8,7,9,6,5,3,2,4,19   

                  10,9,8,7,6,5,3,2,4,110   

          10,9,6,4,8,7,5,3,2,111   

           10,9,6,4,8,7,5,3,2,112   
             10,9,6,4,8,7,5,3,2,113   

            7,10,9,6,4,8,5,3,2,114   
             10,7,9,6,4,8,5,3,2,115   

               10,9,7,6,4,8,5,3,2,116   

               8,7,10,9,6,5,4,3,2,117   

                 10,8,7,9,6,5,4,3,2,118   

                   10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,119   

Figure 3. The Possible Partitions (Clusters) 

From Figure 3, we can classify the objects based on a pre-defined number of classes. 

This is subjective and is pre-decided based either on user requirement or domain 

knowledge.  

4.2. Maximal Association Rules Mining 

Association rules mining has becomes one of the hot and critical disciplines in 

knowledge discovery [31]. It aims to extract interesting correlations, frequent patterns, 

associations or casual structures among sets of items in the transaction databases or other 

data repositories. The association rules are said to be strong if it meets the minimum 

confidence threshold. Concisely, support measures the number of records that contain the 

association rules, while confidence measures the percentage of times that the association 

rules are found. However, while association rules provide means to discover many 

interesting associations, they fail to discover other, no less interesting associations, which 

also hidden in the data (Amir, et al, 2005). Maximal association rules mining proposed by 

Feldman et al. [32] is a variant of association rules which is designed to handle the above 

problem. The idea is inspired from the fact that many interesting rules in databases cannot 

captured by regular rules. 
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To illustrate the notion of maximal association rules, let we consider the idea which are 

quoted directly from [26]. 

 

Let  niiiiI ,,,, 321   be a set of items and  mtttD ,,, 21   is transaction 

database over I. A taxonomy T of I is a partition of I into disjoint sets  kTTTT ,,, 21  . 

Further, each elements of T is called category. Based on Table 5, we can define a 

taxonomy T as  TopicsCountries,T , where   France Canada,USA,Countries  

and  Fish Corn,Topics  . According to [26], for a transaction t and a category iT , an 

itemset iTX   is said to be maximal in t if XTt i  . Thus, X is maximal in t if X is 

the largest subset of iT  which is in t. A maximal association rule is a rule of the form 

YX
max

 , where X and Y are maximal subsets in distinct categories,  XT  and  YT , 

respectively. The support of the rule YX
max

 , denoted by 







YX
max

MSupp  is defined 

as  

 YXttYX  supports maximal:MSupp
max









 . 

The confidence of the rule YX
max

 , denoted by 







YXCD

max
max

 is defined as  

X

YX

YX





















max

max
MSupp

MConf . 

 

Feldman et al. [32] noted that maximal association rules are not designed to replace 

regular association rules, but rather to complement them. Every maximal association rule 

is also regular association, with perhaps different support and confidence [26]. While 

association rules [31] are based on the notion of frequent itemsets which appears in many 

records, maximal association rules are based on frequent maximal itemsets which appears 

maximally in many records[33]. 

Maximal association rules have been studied by many authors. Bi et al. [34] and Guan 

et al.  

[33] proposed the same technique for discovering maximal association rules using 

rough set theory. The pre-requisite of their approach is based on a transformation of a 

transactional data set into a categorized data set. To this end, they need techniques to 

partition a given set of attributes to a set of concepts against a taxonomy. The technique 

starts with partitioning on each attribute; and then mutually computing lower 

approximations to find supported sets of attributes. For computing the support of the 

maximal rules, they used the notion of set approximation.  

 

Let  fVAUS ,,,  be an information system. Suppose that AAA ji ,  be two 

distinct attributes, refer to categories. The partition of U generated by iA  and jA  are 

given as  ni XXAU ,,/ 1   and  nj YYAU ,,/ 1  , respectively. 

 

As defined in [33, 34], the supported sets from the attribute 
i

A  with respect to 

nYYY ,,, 21   are obtained by computing the lower approximation as 
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  iiaUX ii YXXY
ii


 /

:supp , ni 1 . 

 

And, the supported sets from the attribute 
j

A  with respect to nXXX ,,, 21   are 

obtained by computing the lower approximation as 

 

  iiaUY ii XYYX
ji


 /

:supp , ni 1 . 

 

However, to compare confidence values obtained using both methods of the maximal 

association rule method and their method, they used the same measuring method with the 

maximal association method as proposed in [26], rather than the conventional formula of 

the rough set method. It is here, we pointed out that the proposed approach is not solely 

uses the rough set theory.  

In the last part of this work, we show how attributes dependency in an information 

system can be used clearly to capture the maximal rules. We will further elaborate our 

proposed hierarchical rough set approximation as described in Figure 1 for discovering 

maximal association in document collection and compare it with the rough-set based 

approach of [33, 34]. The data is presented in a Boolean-valued information system 

derived from the widely used Reuters-21578 

(http://www.research.att.com/lewis/reuters21578. html). It is a labeled document 

collection, i.e. a benchmark for text categorization, as follows: Assume that there are 10 

articles regarding corn which relate to the USA and Canada and 20 other articles 

concerning fish and the countries USA, Canada and France. 

 

Table 6. A Data Set from 
(http://www.research.att.com/lewis/reuters21578.html) 

U/E USA Canada France Corn Fish 

1u  1 1 0 1 0 

… … … … … … 

10u  1 1 0 1 0 

11u  1 1 1 0 1 

… … … … … … 

30u  1 1 1 0 1 

 

From Table 6, the maximal itemsets are captured as follow. 

 

   CanadaUSA,Countries,,, 1021  ttt  

   France Canada,USA,Countries,,, 301211  ttt  

   CornTopics,,, 1021  ttt  

   FishTopics,,, 301211  ttt  

Figure 4. The Maximal Itemsets 

 

Meanwhile, the supports of maximal itemsets are as follow. 
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Figure 5. The Supports of Maximal Itemsets 

 

From Figures 4 and 5, we have the partitions of category Countries as 

 

    30,,12,11,10,,2,1Countries/ U , 

 

and the partitions of category Topics as 

 

      30,,12,11,10,,2,1Topics/ U . 

 

The hierarchical of rough set approximations are obtained as follows. 

 

 

     
 30,,2,1               

 30,,2,1   

 

 

       30,,1110,,1                   30,,1110,,1   

 

      Countries                Topics 

 

Figure 6. A Hierarchy of the Rough Set Approximations 

From Figure 6, we get the maximal association between two categories as given in Figure 

7. 

   CornCanadaUSA,
max

  ,  

   CanadaUSA,Corn
max

  

   FishFranceCanada,USA,
max

 ,  

   FranceCanada,USA,Fish
max

 . 

Figure 7. The Maximal Rules 

USA Canada         10 

USA Canada France    20 

Corn    10 

Fish      20 
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We notice from Figure 7 that, the maximal rules captured are equivalent with that of 

[32-34]. The maximal supports and confidences of the rules are %100  equal with their 

totally dependency degree.  

5. Conclusion 

In this paper the notion of dependency of attributes in information systems has been 

used. We have shown that it can be employed to define a nested sequence of 

indiscernibility relations. Subsequently, the notion of a nested sequence of indiscernibility 

relations can be used to define nested rough set approximation in information systems. 

Further, we have also shown that the notion of a nested rough set approximation can be 

used for constructing hierarchical rough set approximations. For the applications, firstly 

we have presented how hierarchical rough set approximations can be applied for business 

data clustering through a business information system. Finally, we have presented an 

application of such hierarchy for capturing maximal association rules in business 

documents collection. It is shown that our approach clearly and properly capture the 

maximal rules. 
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